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Abstract

This paper presents a new active database discrimination network algorithm called Gator�
and its implementation in a modi�ed version of the Ariel active DBMS� Gator is a generalization
of the widely known Rete and TREAT algorithms� and is designed as a target for a discrimination
network optimizer� Ariel now has an optimizer that can choose an e�cient Gator discrimination
network for testing the conditions of a set of rules� given information about the rules� database
size and attribute cardinality� and update frequency distribution� The optimizer uses a random�
ized strategy similar to one which has been successfully used previously to optimize large join
queries� Use of Gator gives large speedups �� times for one realistic rule tested 	 potentially
much more
 compared with the unoptimized TREAT strategy formerly used in Ariel�

� Introduction

A crucial component of an active database system is the mechanism it uses to test rule conditions as
the database changes� Tools for arti	cial intelligence programming known as production systems

such as OPS� ���
 use structures called discrimination networks for rule condition testing� For a
number of years
 the Rete �� and TREAT ���� discrimination network algorithms have been used
in production system implementations� Variations of TREAT have also been used in the Ariel
��
 �� and DATEX ��� active database projects� The di�culty with the standard Rete and TREAT
algorithms is that they do not provide a way to optimize Rule condition testing based on database
size
 predicate selectivity
 and update patterns� In response to this observed need for optimization

we have developed a new
 generalized discrimination network structure called Gator �Generalized
Treat�Rete��

Gator networks are general tree structures� Rete and TREAT networks are special cases of
Gator� The leaf nodes of Rete
 TREAT and Gator networks are ��memories that hold data match�
ing single�relation selection predicates� In Gator
 � nodes that hold intermediate join results can
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have two or more inputs
 not just two as in Rete� TREAT networks have no � nodes� Gator
networks are suitable for optimization because there are a very wide variety of Gator structures
that can perform pattern matching for a single rule� In contrast
 there is only a single TREAT
network for a given rule
 and Rete networks are limited to binary�tree structures�

It has been observed in a simulation study that TREAT normally outperforms Rete
 but the
�right� Rete network can vastly outperform TREAT in some situations ����� The reason that
TREAT is usually better than Rete is that the cost of maintaining � nodes usually is greater than
their bene	t in Rete� However
 if
 for example
 update frequency is skewed toward one or a few
relations in the database
 a particular Rete network structure can signi	cantly outperform TREAT

as well as other Rete structures� It has been shown that Rete networks can be optimized
 giving
speedups of a factor of three or more in real OPS� programs ����� But even optimized Rete networks
still have a 	xed number of � nodes
 which take time to maintain and use up space� With Gator

it is possible to get additional advantages from optimization
 since � nodes are only materialized
when they are bene	cial�

This paper describes the Gator algorithm
 outlines a cost model for Gator networks
 and presents
how the Gator optimizer and rule condition matching algorithm have been implemented in a mod�
i	ed version of Ariel ����� Performance 	gures are given that demonstrate a substantial speedup in
the rule condition testing performance of Ariel�

� The Gator Algorithm

To begin illustrating Gator with an example
 consider the following schema describing real estate
for sale in a city
 real estate customers and salespeople
 and neighborhoods in the city�

customer�cno�name�phone�minprice�maxprice�sp�no�

salesperson�spno�name�

neighborhood�nno� name� desc�

desired�nh�cno�nno� � desired neighborhoods for customers

covers�nh�spno�nno� � neighborhoods covered by salespeople

house�hno� spno� address� nno� price� desc�

A rule de	ned on this schema might be �If a customer of salesperson Iris is interested in a house
in a neighborhood that Iris represents
 and there is a house available in the customer�s desired
price range in that neighborhood
 make this information known to Iris�� This could be expressed
as follows in the Ariel rule language ����

define rule IrisRule

if salesperson�name � 	Iris	

and customer�spno � salesperson�spno

and customer�cno � desired�nh�cno

and salesperson�spno � covers�nh�spno

and desired�nh�nno � covers�nh�nno

and house�nno � desired�nh�nno

and house�price 
� customer�minprice

and house�price �� customer�maxprice

then
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Figure �� A rule condition graph for IrisRule�
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Figure �� A Rete network for the rule IrisRule�

raise event CustomerHouseMatch�	Iris	�customer�cno�house�hno�

The raise event command in the rule action is used to signal an application program
 which
would take appropriate action ���� Internally
 Ariel represents the condition of a rule as a rule
condition graph
 similar to a connection graph for a query ����� The structure of the rule condition
graph for IrisRule is shown in 	gure �� A Rete network for this rule is shown in 	gure �� A sample
TREAT network for the rule IrisRule is shown in 	gure � An example Gator network for the
rule IrisRule is shown in 	gure �� Gator networks use ��� tokens to represent inserted tuples or
objects
 and ��� tokens to represent deleted objects
 just as in Rete and TREAT� Modi	ed tuples
are treated as deletes followed by inserts� As an example of Gator matching
 suppose that a new
customer for Iris is inserted� This would cause the creation of a ��� token t� containing the new
tuple� Token t� would arrive at �� and be inserted into ��� Then
 it could be joined with either ��
or �� Assume that it is joined 	rst with �� where it matches with the tuple for Iris� The resulting
joining pair is packaged as a � token and joined with �� If elements of � join with this token

each joining pair is in turn packaged as a � token and forwarded to ��� Upon arriving at ��
 a
� token is stored in ��� Then
 the token can be joined to either �� or �� via the join conditions
shown on the dashed edges from �� to �� or ��
 respectively� After joining to ��
 the results would
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be joined next to ��
 and vice versa� In Gator
 as in Rete
 the root � node for a rule is called the
P�node
 and if a token arrives there
 that signals that the rule is to be triggered� If a combination
of tokens matched all the way across the three nodes ��
 �� and �� in this example
 then that
combination would be packaged as one token and placed in the P�node
 triggering the rule for the
new combination�

This example gives the �avor of how active database rule condition matching is performed
by propagating information through a Gator network� A detailed description of how Gator does
pattern matching by propagating tokens is not given here due to lack of space
 but is presented
elsewhere ����

� Cost Functions

So the optimizer can choose between di�erent Gator networks
 a cost estimation function is needed
to evaluate the expected cost of a network� Our cost function estimates the run time cost associated
with propagating tokens through the network
 including the cost of�

� Performing selections and joins on tokens�

� Updating the contents of the storage structures in the discrimination network with the results
of these selections and joins�

The cost is a weighted measure of I�O and CPU utilization� The cost function for a Gator network
node is de	ned recursively� This means that the cost of a node represents the cost of the subnetwork
rooted at that node and involves the cost of all its descendants all the way up to the leaf nodes�
The parameters used in developing the cost model are given in the table showin in 	gure �

��� Cost functions for the � nodes

The size of an � node is estimated as the product of the size of the relation from which the � node
is derived
 and the selectivity of the associated selection predicate�

Card��� � S�R����� Sel���

The insert frequency Fi��� and delete frequency Fd��� of an � node are de	ned by the following
equations�

Fi��� � Fi�R����� Sel���

Fd��� � Fd�R����� Sel���

At present there are no indexing facilities for � and � nodes in the Ariel DBMS� In order to insert
a tuple we need one disk read and one disk write� The cost of inserting a tuple into an � node can
therefore be given by


Ci��� � �CPUweight � �� IOweight�� Fi���

The absence of indices means that in order to delete a tuple all the tuples of the � node need to be
scanned� After deleting the tuple
 the page that contained the deleted tuple needs to be written
back to the disk� This results in a deletion cost given by


Cd��� � � CPUweight � Card��� � IOweight � fCard����bytePerTuple���
bytePerPage

� �g� � Fd���

The total cost of an � node
 Ct��� is given by


Ct��� � Ci��� � Cd���
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bytePerPage The page size in bytes� This is a system speci	c value� We have assumed
that the pages are of size �K bytes�

CPUweight The relative weight for CPU utilization� This indicates the time to in�
sert�delete a tuple in a node or evaluating a selection predicate of a tuple or
a join predicate between a pair of tuples� This value is normalized to ��

I�Oweight The relative weight of an I�O operation� By default
 the CPUweight to
I�Oweight ratio is �����

N A node in the discrimination network� Could be any of the following� �
 �

or a P�node �also known as a trans����

bytePerTuple�N� Tuple size of node N in bytes�

tuplePerPage�N� The number of tuples per page� This is equal to b bytePerPage
bytePerTuple�N�c

Fi�N� The insert frequency of N 
 i�e�
 the frequency of the arrival of ��� tokens at
N�

Fd�N� The delete frequency of N 
 i�e�
 the frequency of the arrival of ��� tokens
at N�

Card�N� The Cardinality of N � Indicates the number of tuples in N �
Pages�N� The Number of Pages occupied by N �
Ci�N� The insertion cost� Indicates the cost of inserting a tuple into node N �
Cd�N� The deletion cost� Indicates the cost of deleting a tuple from node N �
JSF�Ni
Nj� The JSF �Join Selectivity Factor� of a join between two nodes Ni and Nj �

This is the fraction of the tuples in the cartesian product of Ni and Nj that
satisfy the join condition between Ni and Nj�

Cost�N� The cost of the subnetwork rooted at N� This is the sum total of the costs
of the children of N 
 the cost of performing joins for the tokens arriving at
all the children of N and the cost of updating the contents of the node N �

LocalCost�N� The cost of the local processing required for N � This includes the cost of
performing joins for the tokens arriving at all the children of N and the cost
of updating N �

R A relation de	ned in the database catalog�
S�R� The cardinality of relation R�
Fi�R� The insertion frequency of relation R� This is the ratio of the number of

tuples inserted into the relation R to the number of tuples inserted into all
the relations in the database�

Fd�R� The deletion frequency for the relation R� This is the ratio of the number
of tuples deleted from the relation R to the number of tuples deleted from
all the relations in the database�

R��� The relation from which the � node is derived�
Sel��i� The selectivity factor of the selection predicate associated with the � node

�i� Indicates the fraction of the tuples in R��� that satisfy the selection
predicate�

leaves��� The set of � nodes that form the leaves of the subnetwork rooted in the �
node�Q

S Symbol to represent the product of the sizes�Q
� Symbol to represent the product of selectivity factors�Q
�

Symbol to represent the product of join selectivity factors�
� Symbol to represent product of

Q
� and

Q
�
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Figure �� Di�erent � nodes with the same leaf set
 like those shown
 may have di�erent costs
 but
have identical size and update frequency�

��� Cost Functions for � Nodes

A � node in the Gator network can have two or more children� These child nodes in turn might be
� nodes and so on� When a token arrives at a child of a � node
 it participates in a multi�way join
with all the siblings of this child and the resulting token set is fed into the parent � node� This
implies that the size
 cost and update frequencies of a � node are governed by its children� The
cost of a � node is dependent on the shape of the subnetwork rooted at that � node� On the other
hand
 the size and update frequencies of a � node are independent of the shape of the subnetwork
rooted at that � node� In other words
 for a given set of leaf nodes of a subnetwork
 irrespective of
the way in which these leaf nodes are joined
 the size and insert and delete frequencies of the root
� node of the subnetwork should be the same
 as illustrated in 	gure ��

The objective is to come up with an estimate for the size and update frequency of the � node
that is independent of the shape of the subnetwork rooted in that � node� For the calculation of
the size and the update frequencies of a � node
 we de	ne the following parameters�

��
Q

S���� This parameter is the size of the cartesian product of the relations associated with
the � nodes in leaves����

Q
S ��� �

Y
�S�Rk�� �

where Rk � Reln��k� and �k � leaves ���

��
Q

� ���� This parameter is the product of the selectivity factors of the selection predicates of
the � nodes in leaves����

Q
� ��� �

Y
�Sel��k�� �

where �k � leaves ���

�
Q
�
���� This is the product of the JSFs associated with all the edges between � nodes in

leaves��� �the edges correspond to join edges in the rule condition graph��

Q
�
��� �

Y
�JSF ��i� �j�� �

where �i� �j � leaves ���

and �edge�Reln��i�� Reln��j��

in the rule condition graph

�� � ���� This is the product of
Q

� ��� and
Q
�

��� for a � node� This is the selectivity
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associated with a � node�

� ��� �
Q

� ����
Q
�
���

The cardinality of a � node is estimated as the number of tuples in the cartesian product of the
relations corresponding to the � nodes of the subnetwork rooted at the � node times the selectivity
of all selections and joins associated with the � node�

The formula for the cardinality of a � node is�

Card��� �
Q

� ����
Q
�
����

Q
S ���

� � ����
Q

S ���

The insertion frequency Fi��� of a � node is an estimation of the relative frequency with which
tuples would be inserted into this � node compared with insertion into other � and � nodes� Inserts
to a � node occur as a result of inserts to � nodes that are leaves of the � node� In the following
formulae
 Rk is R��k�� The estimated number of tokens inserted into a � node when a token t
arrives at one of its leaf � nodes is the estimated number of tuples in the join of t with the other
leaf � nodes of the � node� Fi��� is the sum over the leaves �k of � of Fi�Rk� times the number of
tokens generated by a token arrival at �k � Thus
 we have�

Fi��� �
X

�k�leaves ���

Fi�Rk�� � ����
Q

S ����
�

S�Rk�

�
X

�k�leaves ���

Fi�Rk�� Card����
�

S�Rk�

The deletion frequency Fi��� of a � node is an estimation of the relative number of tuples that
would be deleted from the � node compared with deletion from other � and � nodes�

Fd��� �
X

�k�leaves ���

Fd�Rk�� � ����
Q

S ����
�

S�Rk�

�
X

�k�leaves ���

Fd�Rk�� Card����
�

S�Rk�

The cost of every node in the Gator network is de	ned recursively� The cost of a node in the
Gator network depends on the shape of the subnetwork rooted at that node� In speci	c
 the cost
of a � node is dependent on the following factors�

� The cost of the children of the � node�

� The cost of performing joins for tokens fed into all the children of the � node�

� The cost associated with maintaining�updating the � node�

The cost of a � node can thus be expressed as�

Cost��� � LocalCost��� �
P

N�children���Cost�N�
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The LocalCost��� of a � node is de	ned by the following equation�

LocalCost��� �
X

N�children���

fFi�N�� PerChildInsCost�N� ��

�Fd�N�� PerChildDelCost�N� ��g

The two terms PerChildInsCost�N
�� and PerChildDelCost�N
�� indicate the respective costs
of processing a ��� and ��� token arriving at a child N of the � node� For developing the cost
estimates
 it is assumed that the tuples arriving at a node are processed one at a time� The method
JoinSizeAndCost�N
�� returns the expected cardinality �result size� and cost for the multi�way
join performed when a token arrives at a child N of the � node� The method updateCost��
size�
represents the cost of updating the � node with size number of tuples�

PerChildInsCost�N� ��f
�size� cost� � JoinSizeAndCost�N� ��
return�cost � updateCost��� size��

g

Every node N has a join order plan associated with it �how this is determined will be discussed
later�� When a token arrives at a child N of a � node
 a sequence of two�way joins based on the
join order plan of the node N is performed� This process goes through the following steps�

� Obtain a Temporary Join Result �TR� by joining the incoming token with the contents of
the 	rst node in the join order plan of N �

� While the TR is not empty and there is a next element in the join order plan
 join TR with
the contents of the next node in the join order plan�

In the current version of Ariel we use nested loop joins for the above process and TR always forms
the outer relation in the nested loop join� At every nested loop join performed
 the CPU cost
equals the number of tuple comparisons given by the product of the cardinalities of the TR and
the inner node� If the inner node 	ts in one page
 then we need only a single I�O� Otherwise

assuming that for every tuple in TR
 all the pages of the inner node are read
 we would be doing
min�Pages�inner node�
Card�TR�� number of I�Os� Based on these considerations
 the evaluation
method JoinSizeAndCost is developed� Nested loop join is used since it is expected TR will normally
be small� If an index is present on the join attribute of the memory nodes to which the TR is being
joined
 that index could be used for the inner scan of the nested loop join� We plan to implement
memory node indexes in a future version�

For evaluating the update cost we use the Yao approximation for the number of pages that
would be touched when k tuples are randomly searched within relations that occupy m pages �����
Insertion of a total of size number of tuples involves bringing in the required pages and writing
them back after updating them� If the incoming tuples occupy more than a page
 that many new
pages have to be fetched
 modi	ed and written back to the disk�

For propagating a delete token we use the technique of delete optimization� Here instead of
performing the join as in token insertion
 the contents of the � memory are scanned for the presence
of the tuples having components that match the delete token� In order to do this
 we need to scan
all the pages of the � memory and then have to write back those pages of the � node that have
components that match the delete token input�

The de	nitions of the methods JoinSizeAndCost
 updateCost and PerChildDelCost follow�
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JoinSizeAndCost�N� ��
f

TRSize � �
tempCost � �
for each node n in the join order plan of N
f if Pages�n� � �

tempCost �
tempCost � I�Oweight � CPUweight � S�n�� TRSize

else
tempCost � tempCost � I�Oweight �min�pages�n�� TRSize� �

CPUweight � tuplePerPage�n�� TRSize
TRSize � TRSize �S�n�� JSF �N� n�

g
return �TRSize� tempCost�

g

updateCost��� size�
f

tempCost � Y ao�pages���� size�� �� I�Oweight � size� CPUweight

if d size
tuplesPerPage���e � � then

tempCost � tempCost� d size
tuplesPerPage���e � �� I�Oweight

return�tempCost�
g

PerChildDelCost�N� ��
f

�size� cost� � JoinSizeAndCost�N� ��
return ��Y ao�Pages���� size� � Pages����� I�Oweight

�S���� CPUweight

g

��� Cost Functions for P�node

In our Gator network implementation
 the P�node is directly connected to a dedicated transparent�
� node �trans�� for short� that is the root � node for a rule� The trans�� is just a place holder� It
passes its input to the associated P�node directly� The cost functions associated with the P�node
are slightly di�erent� The cost function for a P�node is de	ned as


Cost�P � � LocalCost�P � �
P

N�children�P � Cost�N�

The method LocalCost�P� is similar in form to the corresponding method for � nodes�

LocalCost�P � �
X

N�children�P �

fFi�N�� PerChildInsCost�N�P �

�Fd�N�� PerChildDelCost�N�P �g
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The P�nodes do not outlive a transaction� As the contents of the P�nodes are emptied whenever
the corresponding rules execute
 they are normally small enough to be in main memory� This implies
that there would be no disk I�O involved while updating a P�node� The small size of a P�node
coupled with delete optimization permit us to estimate that the cost associated with deleting a
tuple from a P�node as CPUweight� The cost associated with deleting a tuple from a P�node is
equal to the cost of scanning the P�node in memory�

The cost associated with the insertion or deletion of a tuple from a P�node can be evaluated by
the methods PerChildInsCost�N�P � and PerChildDelCost�N�P � de	ned as shown�

PerChildInsCost�N�P �
f

�size� cost� � JoinSizeAndCost�N� ��
return �cost� CPUweight � size�

g

PerChildDelCost�N�P �
f

return �CPUweight�
g

��� Evaluation of Selectivity Factors

The selectivity factors Sel��� and JSF�Ni
Nj� play a key role in the estimation of the size
 frequency
and size of the nodes in the Gator discrimination network� These selectivity factors are derived
from the statistics maintained by the system using techniques similar to the ones used in query
optimizers ����� In fact
 the same selectivity estimators used by the Ariel query optimizer are used
by the Gator network optimizer�

� Randomized Optimization Strategy

For a given rule there could many possible Gator networks� The e�ciency of the rule condition
testing mechanism depends on the shape of the Gator network� We implemented an optimizer in
Ariel that uses a randomized state�space search technique to get optimally shaped Gator networks�
The optimizer is capable of using the following randomized state�space search strategies� �� iterative
improvement �II�
 �� simulated annealing �SA�
 and � two�phase optimization ��PO
 a combination
of II and SA�� The optimizer uses the statistics such as update frequencies
 sizes etc�
 maintained
in the catalogs for the optimization process� We were motivated to use a randomized approach to
Gator network optimization since it has been used successfully for optimizing large join queries ���
 a
problem with a similarly large search space� We conducted experiments ��
 ��� which demonstrated
that a randomized approach is superior to a dynamic programming approach like that used in
traditional query optimizers ����� A general description of II
 SA and �PO is given below
 followed
by a description of how we apply them to Gator optimization�

��� Iterative Improvement

The Iterative Improvement �II� technique performs a sequence of local optimizations initiated at
multiple random starting states� In each local optimization
 it keeps accepting random downhill
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movements until a local minimum is reached� This sequence of starting with a random state and
performing local optimizations is repeated until a stopping condition is met� The 	nal result is the
local minimum with the lowest cost�

In Ariel
 we implemented a random Gator network constructor that builds a complete feasible
Gator network for a rule by making random choices about the Gator network structure
 avoiding
formation of � nodes that are cross�products ����� This constructor was used to produce random
start states for II�

��� Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing �SA� is a Monte Carlo optimization technique proposed by Kirkpatrick et
al� ��� for problems with many degrees freedom� This is a probabilistic hill�climbing approach
where both uphill and downhill moves are accepted� A downhill move �i�e� a move to a lower�cost
state� is always accepted� The probability with which uphill moves are accepted is controlled by
a parameter called temperature� The higher the value of temperature
 the higher the probability
of an uphill move� However
 as the temperature is decreasing with time
 the chances of an uphill
move tend to zero� See ��
 ��� for more details on SA�

��� Two Phase Optimization

As the name �Two Phase Optimization� ��PO� suggests
 this approach runs in two phases� In the
	rst phase it runs II for a small period of time
 performing a few local optimizations� The output
of the 	rst phase
 i�e� the best local minimum
 is input as the initial state to SA
 which is run with
a very low initial temperature�

Intuitively this approach picks a local minimum and then searches the space around it� It is
interesting to observe that this approach is capable of extricating itself out of the local minimums�
However
 the low initial temperature makes climbing very high hills virtually impossible� It has
been observed that �PO performs better than both II and SA approaches for optimizing large join
queries ����

These generic algorithms require the speci	cation of three problem�speci	c parameters
 namely
state space
 neighbors function and cost function ���
 �
 ���� For the optimization of the Gator
network we de	ned these parameters as below�

�� State Space� The state space of the Gator network optimization problem for a given rule is
de	ned as the set of all possible shapes of the complete Gator network for that rule� Each
possible shape of the Gator network corresponds to a state in the state space�

�� Neighbors Function� The neighbors function in the optimization problem is speci	ed by the
following set of transformation rules
 also shown in 	gure �� In the following discussion two
sibling nodes in the discrimination network are said to be connected if the following holds�
First
 we de	ne the condition graph node set of a Gator network node N
 CGNS�N�
 to be
the set of condition graph nodes corresponding the the leaf � nodes of N� Two sibling Gator
network nodes N� and N� are connected if there is a rule condition graph edge between an
element of CGNS�N�� and CGNS�N���

� Kill�Beta� Kill�Beta removes a randomly picked � node
 say kill��
 and adds the children
of the node kill�� as children of the parent of the node kill���
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� Create�Beta� Create�Beta adds a new � node
 say create��
 to the discrimination net�
work� It picks a random � node and if this � node has more than two children
 Create�
Beta randomly picks two connected siblings rooted at this � node and makes them the
children of create��� If there is more than one remaining sibling of the original parent �
node
 those siblings must be connected�

� Merge�Sibling� Merge�Sibling merges a node into its sibling� It picks a random � node�
If this � node has more than two children
 then two connected siblings rooted at this �
are randomly picked and one of them is made a child of the other� The node to which
a child is added must be a � �

� Cost Function� The cost function used is the one given in section �

� Modi�cations to Ariel

The 	rst implementation of the Ariel active DBMS was based on the A�TREAT algorithm� As
this was a modi	cation of the TREAT algorithm
 it had no � nodes� The implementation of
the Gator discrimination network for rule condition testing involved several major tasks such as
modi	cations to the existing class hierarchy of the discrimination network node types to include
� nodes
 mechanisms to perform priming the Gator network
 generating token join order plans for
the nodes in the discrimination network
 and mechanisms for propagating the tokens through the
network for pattern matching�

��� New Discrimination Network Node Types

In the original Ariel system
 since a variation of TREAT was used
 there were no � nodes
 only
� nodes and P�nodes� There were seven di�erent types of � nodes with slightly di�erent behavior
�see ��� for details�� These were implemented as a hierarchy of classes in the E language ����
 a
form of persistent C��� Memory nodes in Ariel can be either static
 in which case their contents
are persistent and are stored between transactions
 or dynamic
 in which case they are �ushed after
each transaction�

To implement Gator
 the memory node class hierarchy was modi	ed to include the following
types of � nodes�

� BetaMemory This is the superclass of the other � node types�

� StaticBeta An ordinary � node� If none of the children of a � node is a dynamic node
 i�e�
neither dynamic�� or dynamic��
 then that � node is a StaticBeta�

� DynamicBeta If any of the children of a � node is a dynamic node
 i�e� either dynamic��
or dynamic��
 then that � node is a DynamicBeta�

� TransBeta An instance of this class is used at the root of the Gator network as a place
holder for the P�node�

Virtual � nodes similar to virtual � nodes are not needed since the non�existence of a � node
implies the need to reconstruct its contents as required�
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��� Priming the Gator Network

Priming is a process in which the nodes of the discrimination network are loaded with the tuples
that match the selection�join predicates of the rule condition subgraphs associated with these nodes�
In the Ariel active DBMS the presence of dynamic nodes
 i�e dynamic��s and dynamic��s
 makes
this process more complicated�

The contents of the dynamic��s do not outlive a transaction� This implies that the contents of
the dynamic��s too should be �ushed at the end of every transaction� So while priming the network
we need to materialize only those nodes that are not dynamic� Also during priming
 the virtual��s
are not materialized�

To prime a stored��
 a one�tuple�variable query is formed to retrieve the data to be stored in
the � node� This query is formed internally as a query graph by copying the node of the rule
condition graph corresponding to the � node� This one�variable query graph is passed to the query
optimizer
 and the resulting plan is executed� The data retrieved are stored in the � memory� This
approach already existed in the earlier implementation�

For priming a � node
 a nested�loop join plan for joining the children of the � node is built
using the same logic as in the generation of the node�s join order plan �described in section ����
This nested�loop join plan is executed and the results are used to prime the � node�

Several alternatives to this strategy are possible
 as follows�

�� Build a rule�subgraph based on the join edges between the leaves of the � node� Using the
rule�subgraph as an input to the query optimizer
 get an optimized plan for priming the �
nodes� This involves some redundant work to re�evaluate the contents of the � nodes�

�� Make the system treat � and � nodes as relations� Build a rule�subgraph based on the join
edges between the children of a � node� Using the rule�subgraph as an input to the query
optimizer
 get an optimized plan to prime the � node� This approach avoids the redundant
work associated with the previous strategy�

Approach � is the best approach
 and approach � is better than the nested�loop join approach we
implemented� We chose the nested�loop join approach because it was much simpler to implement
than the other two�

The priming algorithm used now is recursive in nature� The Gator network gets primed once
it is optimized and made persistent� The priming is done using a post�processor which descends
the network from the root towards the leaves� To prime the discrimination network the primeMe
method is invoked on the root of the Gator network as in�

primeMe�Node�
f

if �childrenExist�Node��
for each C in ChildOf�Node�

primeMe�C�
materializeTuples�Node�

g

For stored�� nodes
 the method materializeTuples realizes the tuples by applying the selection
predicate to the associated relation
 using the plan produced by the query optimizer� For static�
� nodes
 the method materializeTuples realizes the tuples using a nested�loop join between the
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(b) Propagating a token arriving at node N1.

Figure �� Join order plan for a Gator node

children of the static�� node� For the dynamic�virtual nodes
 materializeTuples does not realize
any tuples�

��� Generating Token Join Order Plans

Every node with a sibling in the Gator network has a join plan attached to it� The join plan is
a sequence of two�way joins regulating the order in which tokens arriving at the node would be
joined with each of its siblings� For instance
 in 	gure ��a� the join plan attached to node N� is
�N�
N
N��� When a token arrives at node N�
 it is 	rst joined with the contents of node N�� The
resulting Temporary Result �TR� of the join is then joined with contents of the node N and so on

as shown in 	gure ��b�� The TR�s are not stored� They are generated dynamically and discarded�

An important objective is to choose a join plan with the minimum cost� However
 since choosing
token join plans must be done very frequently �hundreds or thousands of times� while 	nding an
optimized Gator network for one rule
 it is too expensive to use traditional query optimization ����
to 	nd the join order plan� Instead
 the following heuristic is used� during each of the two�way
joins
 the current result should be joined with that sibling that would give the join result with
smallest estimated size� This gives a reasonable join order plan very fast�

� Performance Evaluation

Experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the Gator discrimination network
compared to Rete and TREAT networks� The various metrics used for performance evaluation
include optimization time
 priming time and token propagation time�

Experiments were done by taking a realistic database and the rule IrisRule shown in section
�� The rule condition graph for the IrisRule is shown in 	gure �� The database size
 relation
cardinalities and the expected update frequencies of the relations are shown in table in 	gure ��
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Relation No�of Tuple Size Insert Delete

Tuples in bytes Frequency Frequency

customer ��� � ����� �����

salesperson �� �� ����� �����

neighborhood � �� ����� �����

desired nh ��� � ����� �����

covers nh �� � ����� �����

house ����� �� ����� �����

Figure �� Database Statistics

To measure the optimization time
 we let the optimizer run without time constraint to see
how the quality of the optimal Gator network �in terms of estimated cost� changes with time� The
results of the two optimization algorithms Iterative Improvement �II� and Two�Phase Optimization
��PO� are shown in 	gures � and ��� In 	gure �
 the �No� of Iterations X ���� on the x axis gives
the number of local optimizations� In 	gure ��
 �No� of Iterations X ���� gives the number of
local optimizations by II prior to running SA in �PO� The estimated quality of the Gator network
output by II improves by more than a factor of �� after ��� iterations and it stabilizes after that� II
reaches what is apparently the global minimum�cost state after roughly �� seconds ����� iterations�
for this rule�

II more quickly gets away from very high�cost states and produces a result whose cost never
increases as the number of iterations increases� For ��� iterations
 �PO actually found the apparent
global minimum state
 in fewer iterations than it took II to 	nd it �but around the same amount of
time�� After ���� iterations
 the SA phase of �PO always starts with the apparent global minimum
cost state
 since that is what the II phase 	nds� Sometimes
 the SA phase �pops up� to a higher
cost state and then does not 	nd its way back down to the apparent minimum cost state� This is
the source of the jagged nature of the curve in 	gure ���

In extensive prior simulation results ��
 ��� we noticed that in some cases the SA phase did
improve the performance
 i�e� �PO produced better output than II� More experiments need to
be conducted to understand the shape of the search space and to decide the superiority of one
algorithm over another for this problem using our actual implementation� However
 we feel it
is safe to conclude that an II algorithm is a satisfactory approach to Gator network optimization
because it produces good results even for large rule condition graphs
 and it is simple to implement

requiring little or no �tuning� to make it work well� �PO may be better than II in some situations

but �PO requires careful tuning to make it work well�

Our Gator optimizer can produce optimized Gator networks in a few tens of seconds or less for
most conceivable rules� This expense will easily pay for itself by saving time during rule condition
matching� The current optimizer implementation
 written in E
 is not highly tuned� Careful re�
implementation could speed it up substantially�

From the experiments above
 the best Gator network found is shown in 	gure ��� The shape of
the best Gator network in 	gure �� can be explained as follows� For relations customer
 covers nh

desired nh and house with no selection predicate in the rule condition
 virtual � nodes are created
preventing the duplication of relations and thus saving space� The � nodes with high update
frequency �the � node corresponding to the relation �house�� are pushed down the discrimination
network towards the root or the P node of the network� This is logical since this means fewer token
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Figure ��� �PO Results
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Figure ��� Best Gator Network
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Figure ��� TREAT Network

joins and � node updates need to be done as tokens propagate through the network due to updates�
This results in improved rule condition testing performance� We can also observe that � Nodes
with large size are also pushed down the network� This tends to reduce the size of intermediate �
nodes and hence results in reducing the amount of state information that needs to be maintained�
Another observation is that the � node corresponding to the relation �SalesPerson� is at the top
and it is forming a � node with two other relations� This is the � node with the highest selectivity
and the lowest size and hence it helps to reduce the size of the � nodes below it�

The TREAT network for the above rule is shown in 	gure ��� Here
 whenever a new token
enters the network
 it always has to participate in the join operation with four other � nodes and
that explains its higher cost�

The Rete network for the IrisRule is shown in 	gure �� This Rete network is not optimized

but it does have the SalesPerson node at the top
 which keeps its cost relatively low� The cost
could be much worse
 e�g�
 if the large
 high�updated�frequency House node was placed at the top
and the SalesPerson node was placed at the bottom�

Priming times for the three networks are shown in the table in 	gure ��� TREAT is the lowest
of all followed by Gator and Rete� While TREAT does not maintain any join state information
�� nodes�
 Gator maintains minimal state information followed by Rete� This explains the higher
Gator and Rete priming times� Priming times are relatively slow
 indicating that the simple nested
loop join strategy for materializing � nodes is not satisfactory� In a later version of the system
 we
plan to switch to using optimized query plans for � node priming� These plans will be able to use
sort�merge join in addition to nested loop join� This will dramatically speed up priming time�

Changes to the database are represented by tokens that are passed to the discrimination network�
Average token propagation time gives an estimate of the overhead due to rule condition testing
while processing updates� We measured the average token propagation time by processing ���
updates to the system� The table to which an update was applied was determined using a frequency
distribution determined by the update frequency statistics maintained in the system catalog� The
deletes are done at the same rate as the inserts so that the database size remains roughly constant�
The propagation time is measured for each of the tokens and the average is computed by taking
into account their update frequencies� The results are shown in the table in 	gure ���
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We can see that the optimized Gator network is superior to both Rete and TREAT for IrisRule�
The speed up is � times compared to TREAT and ��� times compared to Rete� TREAT does
not maintain any state information
 and hence any token coming into the system has to do a join
with all the other Alpha nodes� The Gator network is optimized for the given cardinalities and
update frequencies
 which makes it the fastest of all� An optimized Rete network has the potential
to perform close to the best Gator network for this database con	guration �with skewed update
frequencies�� A poorly chosen Rete network could perform much worse then TREAT� Since Gator
can be optimized for any database and update frequency con	guration
 it has the potential to
outperform Rete and TREAT in all cases� More experiments are needed to more fully characterize
the behavior of Gator� Future work is also needed regarding modi	cation or re�optimization of
Gator networks as database size and update statistics change�

� Conclusion

We have introduced Gator networks
 a new discrimination network structure for optimized rule
condition testing in active databases� A cost model for Gator has been presented
 which is based
on traditional database catalog statistics
 plus additional information regarding update frequency�
A randomized Gator network optimizer has been implemented and tested as part of the Ariel
active DBMS� Iterative improvement has been shown to be a satisfactory optimization strategy
for Gator networks� Further work is needed to see whether it is worthwhile to use the more
complex two�phase optimization scheme� Randomized optimization of Gator networks is crucial�
Our previous simulation results ��
 ��� illustrate that a traditional dynamic programming approach
to Gator network optimization takes too long to optimize rules with more than seven tuple variables�
Moreover
 a randomized optimizer produces better results �lower�cost Gator networks� even for rules
with fewer than seven tuple variables�

Our Gator network cost estimator is adequate in the sense that when using the estimator
 the
optimizer produces qualitatively �good� Gator networks� A detailed analysis of the cost functions
to see how closely they predict the actual cost of the Gator networks generated would be bene	cial�

This work has clearly demonstrated the value of optimizing the testing of complex trigger
conditions involving joins in active databases� This will help make it feasible to implement the
capability of processing triggers with joins in their conditions in commercial database systems

making a new
 powerful tool available to database application developers�
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